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Color

Color affects our emotions direcdy, modifying
our thoughts, moods, actions, and even our
health. Some painters ofthe past found color so
dominating that they avoided pure unmixed
colors to enable viewers to see the essence oftlre
subject without being distracted. Early in the
twentieth century pure bright colors were used
very litde in everyday life in the United States.
The French Impressionist painters and their
followers led the way to the free use of color we
enjoy today.

The Hindus, Greeks, Chinese, and certain
American Indian tribes are known to have used
colors for s),rnbolic purposes. Each culture
makes these associations in its own way. The
Italian artist Leonardo da Vinci wrote, "We
shall set down white for the representative of
light, without which no color can be seen; yel-
low for earth; green for water; blue for air; red
for fire; and black for total darkness."5

Evidendy the human ability to see color con-
tinues to expand. Some scholars believe hu-
mans have only recendy-that is, within the
last two thousand years-developed the abiliw
to see hues with the shortest wavelengths, like
blue, indigo, and violet. The ancient Greek phi-
losopher Aristode (384-322 B.C.) named onlr'
three colors in the rainbow: red, yellow, and
green.

When white light passes through a glass

prism it is separated into the bands of color that
make up the visible spectruru. Because each color
has a different wavelength, each travels through
the glass of the prism at a different speed. Red.
which has the longest wavelength, travels more
rapidlv through the glass than blue, which has

a shorter wavelength. Rainbows result when
sunlight is refracted and dispersed by the spher-
ical form of raindrops, producing a combined
effect like the glass prism. In both cases the
sequence of spectral colors is red, orange, yei-
lou'. green, blue, indigo, and violet.

Our common experience with color is pro-
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vided by reflective surfaces, nor by prismatic
light. Therefore we shall look at coloiin terms
of reflective surfaces and the changes on tlese
surfaces caused by pigments and the light that
illuminates them.

What we call "colot''is the effect on our eyes
of light waves of differing wavelengths or fre-
quencies. C,olor is a properry oflight. The para-
dox of color is that, while it exists only in light,
light itself seems colorless ro the human eye-All
objects that appear to have color are merely
reflectors or transmitters of the color that must
be present in the light that illuminates them.

When light illuminates an object, some ofthe
light is absorbed by the surface ofthe object and
some is reflected or transmitted. The color that
appears to our eyes as the apparent color ofthe
object (called object nlw or l.ocal nlw) is
determined by the wavelength or frequency of
light being reflected. Thus a red surface in white
light appears red because it reflects mosdy red
light and absorbs the rest of the spectrum. A
green surface absorbs most of the spectrum

except green, which it reflects, and so on with
all the hues of the spectnrm.

If all the wavelengths oflight are absorbed by
an opaque object, the object appears black; ifall
the wavelengths are reflected, the object ap-
pears white. C,ompletely transparent objects
appearto be the colorofthe wavelength oflight
they transmit. Black and white ari not true
colors. A black space is a space without light. A
black surface absorbs most, ifnot dl ofthe light
that falls on it; a white surface reflects most of
the light falling on it. White, black, and their
combination, gray, are achronatic, or neutTal-
without the property of hue.

60 wHITELIGHTREFRACTEDBYAPRIsM.
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Color has three major dimensions: hue,
value, and intensity.

a Hue: the particular wavelength of spectrum
color to which we give a narne (see the prism
diagram, page 65). Hue is what we com-
monly call color. Spectrum-intensity red is
spoken of as the hue red, as distinguished
from the hue orange, its neighbor on the
spectrum, and so forth.

I Value: the relative lightness or darkness of a

color (see the value scale, page 59). Black
and white pigments can be important ingre-
dients in changing color values. Black added
to a hue produces shad.es of that hue. For
example, when black is added to orange, the
result is a brown; and when black is mixed
with yellow the resulting dark yellow has a
greenish cast due to the imperfect nature of
pigment blacks. White added to a hue pro-
duces atint. Lavender is a tint ofviolet. Pink
is a tint of red.

Hues in their purest form are also at their
normal value. For example, the value ofpure
yellow is much lighter than the value of pure
violet. Pure yellow is the lightest of hues and
violet is the darkest. Red and green are mid-
dle value hues.

n Intewity (also called sat ta.t'inn and chroma):
the purity of a hue, or color. A pure hue is the
most intense form of a given color; it is the
hue at its highest saturation, in its brightest
form. Ifwhite, black, gray, or another hue is

added to a pure hue, intensity diminishes and
the color is dulled.

When pigments of different hues are mixed
together, the mixture appears duller and darker
because pigments absorb more and more light
as their absorptive qualities combine. For this
reason pigment mixture is called subtvartipe nlnr
m'ixture. Mixing red, blue, and yellow will pro-
duce a dark gray, almost black, depending on
the proportions and the type of pigment used.

Most people are familiar with the three pig-
ment primaries: red, yellow, and blue. There
are also three light primaries: red, green, and
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62 PIGMENT PRIMARIES: SUBTRACTIVE CoLoR MIXTURE.

63 LIGHT PRIMARIES: ADDITIVE COLOR MIXTURE.

blue or blue-violet. When the three light pri-
maries are combined, the result is white light.
Such a mixture is called additipe nlm wixane.
Combinations of these light primaries produce
lighter colors. Red and green light when mixed
make yellow light, and so forth. Color televi-
sion employs additive color mixture. A working
knowledge of the character and mixing prop-
erties of light colors is essential to anyone
working with light as an art form.
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Several major pigment color systems are rn

use today each with its own basic hues. The

nlor wheel is one of several contemporary ver-

sions ofthe circle concept first developed by Sir
Isaac Newton. After Newton discovered the

spectmm, he found that both ends could be

combined into the hue red-violet, making the

color wheel possible. Numerous color systems

have followed since that time. The color system

presented here is based on twelve pure hues.

The color wheel is divided into:

a Prirnaries; red, yelloq and blue. These are

the pigment hues that cannot be produced
by * intermixing of other hues. They are

also referred to as primary colors (see I on
the color wheel on page 66).

J Sennd.aries.' orange, green, and violet. The

mixture of two primaries produces a second-

ary hue. Secondaries are midway between
the two primaries of which they are com-

posed (see 2 on the color wheel). When we

mix them ourselves, the secondaries do not
have the pure brilliance of oranges' greens'

and violets manufactured to achieve those

pure hues.

3 Intenned.iates.' red-orange, yellow-orange,
yellow-green, blue-green, blue-violet, and

red-violet. Their nalnes indicate their com-

ponents. Intermediates are located between

ihe primaries and the secondaries of which
they are composed (see 3 on the color wheel).

The blue-green side of the wheel is called nol
in visual temperature, and the red-orange side is

called wa.?rn. Yellow-green and red-violet are

the poles dividing the color wheel into warm
and cool hues. The difference between warrn
and cool colors is partly due to association.
Relative warm and cool qualities can be seen in
any combination of hues. A room painted a

warrn color becomes warrn psychologicallr'.
Color affects our feelings about size as well as

temperature. Cool colors appear to recede and

warrn colors appear to advance.
Malevich's WHITE oN WHITE (see page 6I) is

based on a subde warm/cool difference. The
diagonally placed square is painted a cool blue-
white, which sets it apart from the warm
yellow-white background.

Color sensations more vibrant than those

achieved with actual pigment mixture are ob-
tained when dots of pure color are placed

together so that they blend in the eye, creating
the appearance of other hues. This is called

optical nlnr rnixture. For example, rich greens

appear when many tiny dots or strokes of
vellow-green and blue-green are placed close

together.
This concept was developed in the 1880s br-

painter Georges Seurat as a result of his studies

of Impressionist painting and scientific the-
ories of light and color. His method, division-
ism, popularly called pointillism, is related to
the development ofmodern four-color printing
in which tiny dots of printers' primaries-
magenta (a red), yellow, and cyan (turquoise
blue)-are printed together in various alnounts
with black on white paper to achieve the effect

of full color. Seurat, however, used no black.

Compare the detail of Seurat's SUNDAY AFTER-

NOON ON THE ISLAND OF LA GRANDE JATTE

with the color separations and the enlarged

detail of the reproduction of Botticelli's BIRTH

OF VENUS (see the complete paintings on Pages
332 and 300).
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a Yellow.

c Yellow and magenta.

e Yellow, magenta, and cyan.

h Color printing detail showing mechanical
dot pattern of offset photo-lithography.

*#

F Black.

65 oPTrcAL coI.oR MIXTURE.
Detail showing divisionist technique developed by Seurat.
(See complete painting on page 332.)
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g Yellow, magenta, ryan, and black.
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Color groupings that provide certain kinds
of color harmonies are called color schernes. The
most common of these are:

n Monochro/na,tic: variations on one hue only.
In this color scheme a pure hue is used alone

with black and/or white or mixed with black
and/or white. The hue can be.combined with
varying arnounts of white (tints) or varying
alnounts of black (shades). The result is a

monochromatic scheme based on that hue.

For example, a scheme based on red (pure
hue) with pink (tint of red) and maroon
(shade of red) would be called monochro-
matic. Victor Vasarel/s untided screen print
(see page 150) is a monochromatic work that
employs a pure blue and its tints and shades.

a Analogoas.' hues adjacent to one another on
the color wheel, each containing the same

hue-for example, yellow-green, green, and

blue-green, which all contain the hue green.

Analogous color is used in Ben Cunning-
ham's CORNER PAINTING (see page 407).
Tints and shades of each analogous hue may
be used to add variations to this color scheme.

t Cmnplementa.?y: two hues direcdy opposite
one another on the color wheel. When mlred
together in almost equal amounts, comple-
mentary hues form neutrals or grays; but
when placed side by side as pure hues, they
contrast strongly and intensify each other.
Because they can be identical in value, the
complementary hues red-orange and blue-

green tend to "vibrate" more when placed
next to each other than do other comple-
ments. The complements yellow and violet
provide the strongest value contrasts possible

with pure hues. The complement of a primary
is the opposite secondary, which can be ob-
tained bymtxingthe othertwo primaries. For
example, the complement of yellow is violet.
The complementary hues blue-green and red-

orange are used in the child's painting TREE,

on page 24.

I Polychromatic: use of many hues and the:
variations. When painters choose their p. -

ettes, they visualize color combinations :,
terms of their familiarity with certain ar-;.-.-

able pigment colors. Most artists work inr--
itively when determining color choices fbr :
particular composition.

An aftet"image appears to the eye when pr,:-
longed exposure to a visual form causes ercii"-
tion and subsequent fatigue ofthe retina. Co1,::
afterimages are caused by partial color blin;
ness temporarily induced in the normal eve i'
desensitiiing some of its color ,"."ptor.. F-,
example, staring at a red spot for thirty secon;.
under a bright white light will tire the red re .

ceptors in that segment of the retina on s'hri:
the red spot is focused and make them le.'
sensitive to red light, or partially red-bhni
Thus, when the red spot is removed, a blu.-
green spot appears to the eye on the $'hl:;
surface because the tired red receptors re;;
weakly to the red light reflected by that area --:

the surface. The blue and green receptol-:.
meanwhile, respond strongly to the reflecte;
blue and green light, producing an appare:::
blue-green dot that is not actually present o,:

the surface. On a neutral surface, therefore. r-':
hue of the afterimage is complementary to Lri
hue of the image or stimulus.

A more complex example of this phenome-
non can be experienced by staring for abcu:
thirry seconds at the white dot in the center ,: -

the flag at the top of )asper |ohns3s painnr;
FLAGS, then looking down at the black dot -
the gray flag below.

The appearance of a given color in obje.-:,
around us is always relative to adjacent colo:-'
and light conditions. A hue can appear :.
change as colors around it change. In INJURT,
BY GREEN (page 72), Richard Anuszkieu't:
painted a uniform pattern of dots in two size:

Behind these, the red-orange backgroui:
appears to change, but it is the same hu.
throughout.

66 |asper |ohns.
FLAGS. 1965.
Oil on canvas with raised canvas.
72" x 48".
Prirate colleaion.
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67 fuchardAnuszkiewicz.
INJURED BY GREEN. 1963.

Acrylic on board. 36" x36".
Colleaion ofJan* S. Fleishn,
Philadtlphin.

Intensiry builds from the outer edges of the

painting toward the centeq where we are "in-
jured"-or temporarily color-blinded-by a

diamond-shaped area containing yellow-green
dots of the same value as the red background'
which are surrounded by a square of blue-green
dots. These two hues are on either side ofgreen
on the color wheel-and green is the comple-
ment of red. The yellow-green and blue-green
form the split complements of red. Anuszkie-
wicz used split complements of matching value

to give this central area its pulsing energy.

My worh is of an experimental na.tare and has

centered 0n an investiga'tion into the effeos of

complementa.ry nlors of full intensity when juxta-
posed. and the optica,I changa that nccar f,s a' result.

Anuszkiewicy'

Surface color is modified by its association
with surrounding colors and by such factors as

intensity, angle, and warm or cool ProPerties of
the light. As light decreases, individual colon
become less distinct. In bright light, colors re-

flect on one another, causing changes in tltc
appearance of local color. In his painting rru
BREAKFAST ROOM Pierre Bonnard emphasized

these shifts in local color and added many Per-
sonal poetic color relationships of his oun
invention.

68 Pierre Bonnard.
THE BREAKFAST ROOM. C. I93O-I93I.
Oil on canvas. 6271s" v 4471t".

Tbe Museum of Modern Art, Nnp Torh.

Anonymousgift.
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ru"-f; +'*;ffi';:.x#l;"i::'l't*: I
*j::.*t?:JJ?::*il,'j;J'# *ffi :* I
-ho *o.t with three-dimensional matenals' I

;lx;'x1iJJ5.T.::::il::ilHilffi:: I
d."elop surfaces. Printmakers' painters' ul: I
oth., "rtirt, 

rvorking on flat surfaces yse ,tJ'-' I
texftlres oftheir materials and mav also stmuta:= 

1
or visually suggest textures that cannot ot 1l: I
perienced through.touch. Such texrures:aT I
referredto as visual,simulated' or impli.ed' l"* I
.i*, t.*A (tactilel and implied (visual) te:'- I
tures are combined in a single rvork of art' I

The notorious fur-lined teacup w.as c:,n- I
"*.i.a 

in 1935 bv Meret Opp.enheim', Sh= I
oresented an intentionally contradrctory oDlc': I
besigned to evoke strong resPonses :TT' I
irorfi r.*lsion to alnusement' The actual te\- I
."t. 

"f 
n . is pleasant' as is the smoothtextuti:: I

a teacuP, buithe combination makes *t,tlli:: 
Il.r"*l.l''social and psychological implicatio*' 
I

are abundant and intended' I- 
Ur.d expressively, texrure 

"d9t 
* iTP:I:: 

I
dimensionto our sensory experience' Comp;- 

;

the eroding surfaces of Alberto Gt*iT:T-' 
I

n^t. o. i"g. 77 with the youthfi'rl skin-hJi= 
I

,&*r., "ittti 
figures in Rodin'sTHE KISS (set 

I

oage 42), which in itself has strong."IY- 
I

I ..rittutt. Each artist used texture to helgnt- 
I

' .-otiorral imPact' , - I- 
In Le Corbusiet's chapel at Ronchamr- 

1

NOTRE-DAME-DU-HAUT' rough and smoor:

.o.r...a. and wooden furnishings are coll-

it^i.a to produce textural variations (see paec

38S). In contrast, buildings like lrver l{ou-*c

FORM AND CONTENT

Color is central to Bonnard's art' FIe began

*i-i;;;;at ordinary scene and intensified

iit .f".. on us by concentrating on the magical

;;ilj;; ortenr*a color on 
" 
**y day The

;il;;;;;;t."t"vt Bonnard's feelings about the

il;;;d;* daY, "'itg 
color that could not

have been recorded with a calnera'
'^-g""""tat 

color is the result of a personal

t;;i. ;;ting the I890s he worked with sub-

do.d .olor. I'bo"t 1900 he began to use

Utinnr.t colors in what he described as a per-

;;f,i';;*t"n of Imp*ssionism' As his color

r."* -"*red, his paintingt became. filled with

;i;il h;"nies of warm arid cool colors' subtly

pf"V.J"f 
"gainst 

each other' In these paintings

the surfaces seem to shimmer with a light of

their own.

69 Meret OPPenheim'
oBlECr.1936.
f,ra--"aaaa cuP' saucer' and spoon'

Cup. diameter 43le"l

,.ot.., diameter 93/s" I

spoon, length 8".

il,, Uuuri o7 Modem Art' Nrw forh'

Purchase.
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